
Weisenau helmets models with us. 
  

 
 

Imperial Gallic Bronze helmet from Sexaginta Prista 
Present city Russe (my and my brother native town). 
Information is from the book THE LOWER DANUBE ROMAN LIMES ( 1 st . AD) with publication 

from the Limes Congress in Ruse Bulgaria. 
At the beginning of my creative project the first model on which I was  stopped is this from 

ancient Sexaginta Prista  (found  in the area of modern Ruse Bulgaria). 
 

 
 
This book THE LOWER DANUBE ROMAN LIMES  is published from the National Institute of 

Archaeology with Museum in Sofia (Bulgarian Academy of Sciences). 
This legionary helmet is a precious piece of the Roman defensive military equipment and 

belongs to the well-attested Weisenau helmet type 14 . It is the only representative of this kind of 
helmet found in Bulgaria to date. 

It is assumed, that it was really found in the area of Ruse, ancient Sexaginta Prista.The 
belonging of the helmet to the Fifth Macedonian legion  can help us to establish a more precise date 
for its use. Legio V Macedonica was stationed in Oescus throughout the first century. 

However, it is interesting that here both owners (written on both sides of the protective 
collar) served in the same centuria,  the first owner of the helmet used it only for a period of time 
shorter than the term of office of the centurion. One could explain this through either his discharge 
from service in the legion or his death, which could have been connected with one of the Dacian 
wars of Domitian or Trajan. 

 



The text informs us that the owner of the helmet, Publius Vibius, served in the Fifth 
Macedonian Legion under the centurion Valerius Crispus. 

Inscription of two lines on the left, beginning from the very edge of the neck-guard . The dots 
are larger than those of the other two inscriptions; the letters are broader and widely spaced. Height 
of letters 0.8 cm.)·VALERI·CRIPI· L·V·M 
P·VIBIVS· (centuriae) Valeri Cri(s)pi l(egionis) V  M(acedonicae) P(ublius) Vibius 

Inscription of three lines in the right part of the neck-guard, beginning at 14 cm. from the 
right edge and 3.5 cm from the low edge of the neck-guard. The dots are smaller than those of 
inscription A; letters slightly inclined to the left; smaller letters in l. 3. Height of letters  0.5-0.8 cm. 
·VALERICRISPI P·SABINI  MAR R I·  (centuriae) Valeri Crispi P(ubli) Sabini Marri (?) 
Publication from ELKA PEEVA National History Museum Department of Archaeology Sofia, 

There is similar unexplained holes and on many collars of Weisenau helmets models.   
 A lot of time and efforts took me for quality making of so-called “pawns”. I found some good 
examples from which to be lead. 
 

 
 

 I had the opportunity to visit the museum Aquincum. Where I could look in details the 
Weisenau helmet there. I am glad that I could see this original helmet classified Imperial Gallic 'I' 
Aquincum.  

I did my best my helmet “pawn” to be made in the most correct way of archeology data for 
this Weisenau model.  
This is my wax work: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Brass complete detail ready for installation . 
 Top frontal protectors are initially cast and then forged from this piece of brass. Until they 

take the necessary shape and position on the helmet forehead. Together with my wax work: 
 

 
 

Cheeks protectors are missing from the original and I stopped my attention to a model found 
in Bulgaria during archaeological excavations of this Weisenau model.  

Information is from the book THE LOWER DANUBE ROMAN LIMES ( 1 st - 6 st C.AD)   
So far replica of this cheeks protectors model is not done until now from another master and 

I am proud that I will be the first one :).   
 

  
 

 
 

Helmet cupola is made of holistic brass sheet, without welds. This is a preliminary 
preparation which is ready for hung with necessary accessories. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 The Weisenau helmet from Sexaginta Prista assembled and ready for use. 
 

 
 

Collage showing the back of the helmet. Оn the original collar has 2 holes of unknown 
function, most likely for fixing the crest, or for hanging in transport. 

 

 
 

As can be seen on this model have been used much larger rivets than conventional. Rivets 
with large heads are characteristic of Weisenau  model . Could be observed on such a bronze helmets 
of this type. 

 

 
 

Before I make so-called “pawn” I conform myself with publications related to the original 
size.The calotte top bears solder traces from the missing helmet crest/crest knob measuring 4.5 cm 
at the base. 
  

However, it finds analogue to several helmets of the same type from Western Europe. Two of 
them are precisely dated – the Mainz helmet with the name of the owner inscribed on the neck-



guard and the Aquincum helmet . The Weisenau helmet originates from the Celtic armour (1st 
century BC) and had experienced certain development before it was first recorded as such in 
Emperor Augustus’ time. It is well-known that the Weisenau type helmet was kept in use during the 
1st century AD. The uncertain circumstances and the unknown provenance our helmet appeared at 
cannot help its precise dating in any way  

The legion V Macedonica took part in the Dacian wars of Domitian (85-88 AD) and Trajan 
(101-102, 105-106 AD), and during or after the Second Dacian war of Emperor Trajan was transferred 
to Troesmis (modern Igli�a, Romania), most probably in 107 AD. 
 
http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/index.php/en/history-and-artifacts/anniversary-events/1910-years-
anniversary-from-the-second-dacian-war.html 
  

 I know that my work is not perfect but I'm proud that I was the first to make a replica of this 
not so popular helmet. 

 
In action during the Roman Festival Apulum April 2017 

 

 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

Bronze Weisenau helmet from Ivosevci near Kistanje Burnum. 1st model 
The first model from Burnum  with which I began. 
Exposed in Ancient Roman Collection of the Museum of Croatian Archaeological Monuments-

Split Burnum helmet from Ivosevci near Kistanje is a Bronze  helmet Weisenau model. A helmet of  
Imperial Gallic type by Robinson's classification. It has been dated to the The second half of 1-st 
century AD.  

The front of the helmet is missing I will interpret but in reconstruction of course I will taking 
into account the characteristics relating to Weisenau model. 
Helmet with three punched–dot inscriptions. The inscriptions read: 
1.  viri martialis / catvroni · tapili 
2.  val · f · / cvcvbi · / rvfi 
Dating: latter half of 1st cent. AD- Flavian period 
 

 

http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/index.php/en/history-and-artifacts/anniversary-events/1910-years-anniversary-from-the-second-dacian-war.html
http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/index.php/en/history-and-artifacts/anniversary-events/1910-years-anniversary-from-the-second-dacian-war.html


 
In these excavations are found and cheek guard probably belongs to another helmet (third 

helmet) of the same Weisenau type (the very helmet is not found). 
I was lucky enough to visit Archaeological Museum Zagreb and to buy from there the catalog 

FINDS OF THE ROMAN MILITARY EQUIPMENT IN CROATIA - Prof Radman-Livaja   edition of 
Archaeological Museum Zagreb,so this is citation from this book. 

 

 
A wonderful cheek guards model for Weisenau type helmets! I am happy and proud that I am 

the first who recreates it. I think I achieved good results in similarity. 
 

 

In this cheek guard model there is something special that distinguishes it from the mass. This 
is a spike which serves of tightening of the cheek guards. These spike spines are characteristic of the 
earlier models Gallic A and Coolus C. During a quick survey around my e-collection I found these 
similar models. Most likely there are other such Roman helmets with similarly tightening of the cheek 
guard, but I have not tried at this time to do full researches the issue. Currently it is not my purpose. 
 

 

The pins are riveted on the inside of the cheek plates. 
 

 



 
Helmet cupola is made of holistic brass sheet, without welds. This is a preliminary 

preparation which is ready for hung with necessary accessories. 
 

 
 

 
 

Bronze Weisenau helmet from Burnum  assembled and ready for use. Collage showing and 
the back of the helmet. Pattern on which I worked I did it with extreme care consistent with the 
geography of the original. 

A lot of time it took me to mimic the curves of the rear hook on the neck protector. 
 

 
 

But I think I achieved a satisfactory result! 
As can be seen on this model have been used much larger rivets than conventional. Rivets 

with large heads are characteristic of Weisenau  model . Could be observed on such a bronze helmets 
of this type. 

 

 

Due to the absence of “pawn” found on this helmet I've taken as a role model this one from 
the Weisenau model from Bulgaria with us continued. Before I make so-called “pawn” I conform 
myself with publications related to the original size. The calotte top bears solder traces from the 
missing helmet crest/crest knob measuring 4.5 cm at the base. 
  



 

The front protector I have installed at an incline as the  Weisenau model from Bulgaria. 
Attaching with a similar inclination could be observed on many other bronze helmets of this type. 
This inclination is presumed to protect against direct strikes to to the forehead of legionnaires.As 
with most Weisenau models ear protectors are fitted only with 2 rivets. 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

The second bronze Weisenau helmet from Ivoševci  near Kistanje Burnum. 
These two helmet were found in the same area, so I will do a joint publication even though it 

comes to 2 different helmet of the same Weisenau type. This is my third helmet that I finish. Thus 
obtaining a wonderful lot of 3 similar helmets! 
 

 
Exposed in Ancient Roman Collection of the Museum of Croatian Archaeological Monuments-

Split  Burnum helmet from Ivosevci near Kistanje is a Bronze  helmet Weisenau model. A helmet of  
Imperial Gallic type by Robinson's classification. It has been dated to the The second half of 1-st 
century AD.  

Helmet bearing two inscriptions: 
a) > cl vitalis avli fusci (punched–dot inscription) 
b) mestri svliae (engraved inscription) 
Material: bronze 
Dating: latter half of 1st cent. AD- Flavian period 

 
 

Helmet cupola is made of holistic brass sheet, without welds. 



 
 

For this helmet I will use the same model of cheek guard It is relevant for both helmet . 
Details in my older posts.In these excavations are found and cheek guard probably belongs to 
another helmet (third helmet) of the same Weisenau type (the very helmet is not found). 

I was lucky enough to visit Archaeological Museum Zagreb and to buy from there the catalog 
FINDS OF THE ROMAN MILITARY EQUIPMENT IN CROATIA - Prof Radman - Livaja edition of 
Archaeological Museum Zagreb, so this is citation from this book. 
 

 
 

The second bronze Weisenau helmet from Ivoševci  near Kistanje Burnum assembled and 
ready for use. Collage showing the back of the helmet. 

 

 
 

My camera is not good and can not show good perspective. From these images can well be 
seen proportions. Whatever... I think I achieved a good result. 

 

 
 

   The  two Weisenau type helmets from Ivoševci, they date to the Flavian period, as it was 
during that time that the small handles on the neck – guard were first recorded.  
 



 
 

The wide neck – guard and the fact that the back part of the calotte is not greatly lowered in 
relation to the front speaks in favour of dating to the last third of the first century. The remains of a 
feather holder can still be seen on the calotte of a better preserved example, while two inscriptions 
are visible on the neck – guard, of which one is punctured while the other was carelessly engraved. 
From the punctured inscription we learn that the owner of the helmet, Aulus Fuscus, was a member 
of the century of ClaudiusVitalis. 

 
 In the other clumsily engraved inscription the name Sulia is visible; this was subsequently 

confirmed as a Hispanian name – evidence that the helmet had changed owners. The other, more 
poorly preserved helmet has several inscriptions on the neck – guard, although for now only one can 
be read which indicates that the owner of the helmet, the Hispanian Caturo, was a member of the 
century of Virius Martialis.   

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

These are my 3 completed Weisenau type helmet photographed together. It can see many 
similarities but and rather differences. Of course all of this refracted through the prism of time and 
our attempts to get closer to the originals. Helmets are very interesting and exciting as the content of 
history and technology of the past. 



 

Bronze Weisenau helmet from Ivosevci near Kistanje Burnum. First  and  the second model   
   
In action during the Roman Festival Apulum April 2017 



 
 


